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Resident Witch Leads Halloween ’Sabha’
By MD CF: REILLY
Daily Feature Writer
Trying tit find something new to
say about Halloween is a problem faced
by Spartan Daily writers every Oct. 31.
lilt weren’t for SJS’ resident witch,
Dennis Bolling, sophomore Spanish major, this year’s news on Halloween
would have been the usual stories of
pumpkins, doorbell ringing and practical jokes.
Bolling, who taught an Experimental
College (ExCi class in witchcraft last
semester and who will teach it again
in the spring, came to the Daily catacombs in order to tell me the "true"
meaning of Halloween as seen by our
witch colony.
Bolling, who operates his own coven,
meaning group of witches, on campus,
is a triple -threat witch, being an inherited witch, an initiated witch and a
reincarnated witch.
His coven isn’t a closed membership
system. According to Bolling, anyone
can become a witch.
"All the powers to cast spells are
possessed by everyone."
explained
Bolling.
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
I couldn’t quite follow his explanation of these powers we possess but the
secret has something to do with concentrating the electro-magnetic field
that surrounds our bodies.
About the only qualification for admission to Bolling’s coven is that the

applicant have "a sincere desire to
become a witch." something members
of the coven decide.
The subject Bolling came to talk to
me about, however, was Halloween and
how his coven plans to celebrate this
witchiest of holidays.
Bolling and the 13 members of his
coven plan on holding an outdoor "sabbat" in the Los Gatos hills tonight at
midnight. The exact spit of the sabbat
he was unwilling to disclose for reasons
which will become obvious later.
The reason for this celebration, according to Bolling, goes back to the
days nf the druids in England, a group
of people to whom the witches attribute
their heritage.
As Bolling explained it, the druids
recognized only two seasonal changes,
the one to winter on Oct. 31 and the
change to summer in May 31.
DOORS OPEN
During this change from summer to
winter the doors of "the other world"
are thrown open and communication
between the dead and our world is most
likely at this time.
"The purpose of the sabbat," explained Bolling, "is to worship the
god of winter and the goddess of
summer."
The midnight ceremony sounds like
something from the depths of Edgar
Allan Poe’s mind.
The witches draw a nine-foot circle
on the ground and consecrate it. This
consecration assures that the god and

goddess will keep all unwanted visitors
away.
Following the ceremony instructions.
as detailed in the witches’ "Book of
Shadows," the coven next builds a
bonfire.
The members then spread an ointment tater their naked bodies and
straddle broomsticks or cornstalks,
shttuting incantations.
One of the ingredients in the "intment is belladonna, which has been
strained in olive (al for five days,
according to Dolling.

HALLUCINATORY
The belladonna helps to produce hallucinations and the feeling if
This is where the legend id witches
flying on broomsticks comes from.
In addition to producing the hallucinations, Bolling pointed out that the
ointment is also helpful in case the
police pop in.
"The oily ointment makes us slippery
so they can’t grab us," laughed Bolling.
The purpose of all this, other than
paying homage to the god and goddess.
is to pray for the fertility of er,,ItS and
animals and to revitalize the witches’
powers.
The hallucinatory ointment is necessary to get the body into the proper
condition to become receptive to the
revitalization process.
Bolling also took the time to tell me
the origin of another Halloween symbol, pumpkins.
"Pumpkins come from England where

there’s a large concentration if gypsies
and witches, explained Bolling. ’The
witches use the pumpkins to ward off
evil spirits by cats ing horrible faces
on them."
BEXED HITLER
This talk of English witches hurled
Bolling into another story concerning
World War II.
"During WW II, when Hitler threatened to invade England all the witches
there gathered sun the beach and
through their powers they kept Hitler
away." ormmented B aline with pride.
Then he added a sad sidentite. "Because id this vast expenditure (if ronwer,
however, many of the witches died."
One of the things Bolling wanted to
set straight was that "I’m not a
warlock:’
’A warlock is an archaic word used
batty as a title for ’black witches’ or
satanists, who specialize in evil," commented Bolling.
"White witches" like Bolling use
their powers only for good purposes,
using evil only when it will benefit
the whole eirven.
Thus, another chapter in the fascinating life of SJS’ resident witch,
Dennis Bolling, will close fill wing his
Oct. 31 ceremony.
"This is my first Halloween sabbat,"
explained Bolling. "Last year I had a
cold and we missed it."
Judy Garland and her "Land of Oz"
had nothing over SJS.

. ’..d Benson
Dennis Bolling ... Resident Witch
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Open House
Sorority "Can Presents" will he held
Sunday. Each I it the ten sororities
at S,Is will hold "openhouse" from 2
to 4 pan., to Introduce. fall 1969
pledgee: to the public. All interested
persons are encouraged to attend the
"openhouses" of their choice.
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McMasters Sends Letter
To Board of Trustees
In a letter to the linard of Trustees,
released late yesterday afternoon, expresidential candidate Jim McMasters
took exception to charges made earlier
this week by his former running mate
Bob Kelley.
McMasters defended both Acting
President Hobert Burns and Acting
Dean of Students Robert Martin, saying in part:
". . . Dr. Burns is one of the finest
men that has ever graced this campus
. . . Dr. Burns has not erred in his
judgment, for his decision was the best
decision that could have been made
In response to the complex problem
that existed. He gave us the chance
to have a run-off and tat take the
question to the student body for clarification. There were, in fact, several
tickets still intact and if I had not
disbanded my ticket, we would have
been in a runadf against one of them."
McMasters’ account differed considerably from the one Kelley gave the
Board of Trustees Wednesday. Kelley
had said at that time that his ticket
had been disqualified because no other
ticket would run against it, He blamed
in my opinion, would not threaten or
intimidate any student at any time

his whole goal in life is to help and
direct every student that he can."
Dr. Burns’ decision for making the
situation impossible.
Regarding Kelley’s charges against
Dean Martin, McMasters’ letter read:
"Mr. Martin, our dean of students,
is an honest, sincere administrator who,
He concluded his two-page letter by
challenging the Board to "test the cries
of outrage that Kelley has mustered,
for you will surely find them ill begot
in content and deceitful in intent."

copying in the library will be reduced
from 10 cents to five cents per copy,
Dr. Stuart Raillie, library director, informed the Spartan Daily yesterday.
The cost redurtion is based on a 20
per cent deficit the library’s Xerox
service has been operating on for the
first four months of this fiscal year,
according to Dr. Mille.
"We are hoping that the cost reduction will encourage an equal sales
volume increase, enabling the Xerox
service to nearly break even," he said.
In the past five years that the xerox
copying has been offered to the students and faculty, the duplicating service has functioned with a small yearly
surplus.
However, with the inereased commercial xerox service competition off
campus this year, the eopy sales of

Civil Defense
Siren Test
SJS students rest assured!
That long shrill wailing sound
you

hear this morning at 11
won’t be the sound of some ghoulish Halloween friend tripping out
on a dose of bad acid.
It’s just the Civil Defense Department

blowing

their

own

horns as they test civil defense
warning sirens with a one-minute steady tone followed by a
minute of silence and concluded
with a one-minute warbling tone

Wyoming Football Players
Seek $1.1 Million Damages
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (API
Fourteen black athletes, suspended from
the University of Wyoming football
team over a protest, filed suit against
the University for $1.1 million in U.S.
District Court here yesterday.
Their complaint also asked the court

Library To Reduce Price
Of Xerox Copying Service
Its ST. N 11.1,1,1.:1)0
Dail.% Staff Writer
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Weather
It John Wavne. Well it looks like
we’re gonna have one twiluva Mee
weekend except for %Mlle Id I hat.
g. (You see folks, Big
damn s
John talks just as tough in real Ilfe
or when he’s doing the weather as
he does in the
les).

the library’s service has fallen "20 per
cent short of the amount sold last year
at this time" Dr. Baillie reported.
"At I() cents a copy, a yearly volume
sales of 250,000 copies is needed to
break even. With the five cent cut,
an increase sales VOillMe of at least
400,000 is necessary to retain the five
cent cost," said Dr. Baillie.
He pointed out that if the sales volume does not increase almost 100 per
cent by next semester the library will
have to go from its present flat rate
contract to a per copy rate contract
with the Xerox company.
This means, said Dr. Baillie, that the
library will have to "reduce services
related to xerox copying and increase
prim."
"We can stay in business at five cents
per copy only if students use the library’s copying service," he said.
The proposal of a cost reduction was
appmved by the Academic Vice President, Dr. Brett H. Melendy.

to order them reinstated on Wyoming’s football team, ranked 15th nationally among major colleges.
The players asked $75,000 apiece in
damages for loss of their scholarships
and allegedly reduced earning power as
possible professional football players.
The suit, filed by attorney William
Waterman, also asked $50,000 in punitive damages.
The complaint contended the players were suspended from the team
for violating a rule the players claim
is unconstitutional.
The rule, promulgated by Coach
Lloyd Eaton, banned player participation in student demonstrations.
The blacks were suspended after they
wore black armbands to EatOn’S office
as part of a protest over alleged discrimination at Brigham Young University, the Wyoming football or.i.anent.
the week the players were stisl,taiden

Council Warned Constitution
Weak on Election Procedure
By CANDY BELL and RAT GILEs
Daily Political Writers
Today may be the deadline to file
ftrr a spot in the Associated Students
1A.S.1 executive elections, but it was
Bob Kelley, one-time candidate and
now an independent political activist,
who pointed out to Student Council
last night that such an election just
may be impossible.
Speaking before only seven of the
twenty council members, Kelley said,
"The way Burns (Acting SJS President
Hobert Burns) has it set up now, it
allows for too much collusion with the
possibility of the general elections
repeatedly being sent back to another
general election."
Kelley was referring to the fact that
if, after a general election in which
no one ticket receives more than 50

Resolution Facilitates
Graduate Admissions
The Admission Office and the Graduate Studies Office are giving special
consideration to the applications of SJS
students when seeking admission to the
graduate division of this college.
Dr. Joachim A. Stenzel, professor of
foreign languages, propesed the resolution, which passed at Monday’s Academic Council meeting.
The resolution will give special consideration to students who are involved
in five-year programs.
It is hopeful the resolution will develop procedures which will prevent
any injustices, according to its proponents,

per cent, the ticket that placed second
can decide nit to run again and therefore disqualify the first place ticket
and the election.
Terry Speiver. acting chairman of the
council, printed nut that the A.S. attorney general was preparing alnendmerits 1,, the sleet ion code and constitution to alleviate this possibility.
In last night’s meeting, council also
passed an allocation of $3,000 for the
Dec. 12 Chicann Cultural Day here on
campus.
$900 was cut from the original request fir $1,500 toward entertainment.
The CtrIlege Union Program Board will
pick up the tab for entertainment that
day.
San Jose State’s Honor Comarcation
was restored after a year of pditical
play between ’,arse who felt it did those
academically advanced SJS students a
service of reotgnition and those who
felt the money could best be spent
other ways.
C011neil also allocated $700 to the
English Club to hold poetry readings
here on campus.
Dave Anderstin, AS. interim treasurer, reported to the council that he
investigated Bob Kelley’s charges of
last week concerning Globe Printing’s
interest in the political ramifications of
student government at San Jose and
their $100,000 orntract in printing the
Spartan flails, Anderson said that
since Globe has been the only local
In print the Itaily, anti
firm to be at
since in past years it under1,61 every
cmsnpetimr, the contract has recently
gone to them automatically. George
Watts, a member of the Business Office staff, said that open bidding will
be resumed in the future.
The Council also passed a resolution

Langan To See Suit Carried Out
AS, President Bill Langan
norinced Wednesday that he intends
see that the suit on this fall’s computer
registration is carried out."
Student government, representatives
have met with San Jose mutt or :ley Phil
Hammer to discuss the suit and alternatives, according to Langan.
"An alternative to the suit may be
guaranteed openings for all those students who were out-maneuvercd by the
computer," he said.
The suit was initiated by the campus

h to Califonna
Chapter
of
t 11
Teachers Association s-;t ’TA) in Sepunsuccesstember after thcy app.
fully to student courted fit take on the
act ion.
Since then. however, Hammer has
been reseinching Ihe ’imposed court
action under A.S. ivt a i ner.
"SCARS computerized registration in
its past form will not he missed on
this campus. We need to develop a program of regular registration and computer registration done together to

work out II,’ hugs," Langan said.
He also announeed his suppeirt
sf
President 11.1)41-1 W. Burns’ statements
on the disointinuance of thi scAos
program.
"Ilopefidly we can re-initarte this
when it is ill 1st financial!)
feasible
en ugh 1,, pio ide a serVICV 101. the
student body." he said.
Commenting further. Langan said. "A
greaI number of students, particularly
in the School of Education, were deprived of necessary classes."

supporting the A.S. election board’s
right to coordinate stutlent elections.
They did this in light of a recent
opening for a student member on
Academic Council, Academic Council
laWs state that a eampus-wide election
fin: the petition shtaild now he held.
AS., laws state that such a vacancy
should he filled by the candidate receiving the next highest number of
votes in the past election.
In final action, council passed unanimously a resolution directing the winners of the upcoming executive election
to take nffice ten days after the tabulatitm. As the A.S. constitution reads
now, A.S. President Bill Langan could
stay in office until May. 1970. He did,
however, assure council that he would
give way to the Winner of the upcoming
electittn, Whisever that may be.

Bands To Play
At Masked Ball
In College Union
The Grateful Dca,1

Southbay Eswill perform at 9
p.m. tonight in the College Union to
ly-riment.il

Flash,

a masked audience.
In k,tepin..., with the theme of Hallothe t’ollege Uni,,n Program
Board twhit’ll is sponsoring the dance),

ween,

has asked that all thos.
night’, dInet Wd’ar

it tending to-

of The
It
i. IhMod that 1111. d,hlit.
S.1S will he a paceGrateful I Start
setter tor (WW1’ "111:1M1‘ :norms," according to Nancy Atkinson, CUPB student direetor.
The CUPB will provide masks for
those who "forget their tlisguises."
Tickets are still available in the
Student Affairs Business office. Admission is $2 for students and $3 for
guests.
Mn, twin films,
As an added
"Billy Ole Kid vs. Dracula" and "GodAl., vs. the Thing." will he shown, silently, to the sounds of The Grateful
Dead and the S.11111141)* Experimental
Flash.
Mary Hudzikiewez, CL’PFI director,
added that in ease it gets too warm.
there will he "bobbing for apples" as
refreshing, but perhaps "ghostly" fun.
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In an effort to nip a potential buffalo
stampede in the bud. the 1)Itily noNs
makes ktifos it its policy coneerning the
special eectitiie election.
I I etters to the editor I -Thrust and
I -upporting. praising or de am candidate for .S. office
foam.
N,Ill 11,1 he pfillii.died beginning \bifida.... Not. 3 ’odd after the detail’’’.
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to
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articles lutist fall %%Uhl!’
and submission date lin’.
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II\ 11.1._

Iteginning tiet Friday. "Ili,- Ida eiplimin by 1)ail, -tall writer
Sue Saffold iiertaining to social or personal problems is ill anptar
tekly
this nage.
If you would like to unburden
-old. feel free to submit questions to
the "Ilis, Ills ice- box in the Spartan
1/ailyuiflice..1C208.

11 l’re-idential candidates will lie al a final -tatement on page Its it
prior to the election.
\Remit!’" are being made by the
Daily to
a public ildialc for
all pre-idential candidate- in IlorriDailey \whim-him. 1/ity and time will
lie announced if and %% lien this i-

Test Worth 8100?

the printing of the election
...., guide. it lia, been learned that
tttt al -o be Noting in the spe, f!oft for 1 replacement student
,0
eit Icademir Council.
!hi- po-t ttii be al.1.:.
srliten ssitii

In yesterday’s panel you saki "Bob Kelley
has plc veil :ate thing by his tactics; he is not
fit for public office on this campus now or in
the future."
It is this kind of reporting that has prompted the Trustees to attempt to put restraints
on student body newspapers.
No newspaper that is supported by student
body funds should be allowed to take an editorial position against cc student in a political
eampaign. When and if there is an election.
how can the S’,artan Daily he neutral in the
campaign? What happens if I run for office?
What paper do I express my views in? How
can I expect to he treated fairly in a competitive election?
I ask you Mr. Editor, what should other
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\t"?
a--istants

iuu hut

auil I went about our
A e reinstated the Nlarching Band
budget and die Honors Consocation. put

tasks.

the 1,11illetie 1 aril repeal on the ballot and
...light an inilipendent Spartan Daily.
e also chased after the Trustees and

are
\lost of all. se %%anted the
student- to s. e the real priorities ends as
human rights e llllll mmity work and self
&terminal’
to the people.
And Its the time we were plugging the
Associated
back into its iariou-ockets. the -faithful- opposition Stil,
laekillg
III the only wai it kiwi% host.
by biting and scratching and kieking like a
pimps dog in a sand box.
But thi- is (3.K.. and 5% hum

yint c
ri4.10 down to it. it is all in tour electoral
If I iiere mit the A.S. President. then
the -faithful- opposition woold be taking
pot-shios :it st home’s ir ws president. men
if he Isere doing twice as much as my
ad
stration
has iseemoplislied Ibis
semester.
.111 I kin its is that alien elections are titer
and it is time for Simla Claus to slide down
iii,. tube. I still look hack and know. that

our "gm." Ito coin a phrase I did
prett
coli-troviie things under
pretts hens s fire.

:IS ,III ti 11(.1111I Ii
studeol.
)1)IINI’ Should the:. e.aitinue to pay for a
them?
newspaper that ce.
, icy not put the Spartan
Bey, Mr.
.n.1 see how long it
Daily tat lo cen.
:
Mow $80,000
surviv..s? NVI)
..’...11 ..] ,... s:1.artan Daily?
a p.a. 1.61Dailj be cut to
Why shouldn’t
ale to survive on
three thays a week
...I.:rolled by the outits advertisements.
side forcs ’,. anyhow. i c l’in sorry. Mr. Editor,
you don’t agree wills that, do you?
Mr. Editor, if the Athletic Department can
fereed 1,c seek other methods of financing
itsell. It
certainly you should be places-1 on
the same ineinisc. I guess what you are really
saying. lii take the money hut I do as I
please. Oh y,,11i. Mr. Editor, you said I lied
about Jim McMasiers receiving outside funds.
Well, Mr, Editor, I am enclosing a $100 check.
This check is yours and another one will be
forthcoming making cc total of 5200 per year
for the next 20 years, providing you can gcd
Rob Foss, Jim MeMasters, and Mr. Jack
Anderson, of Globe Minting. to take a lie detector test. At least if they have nothing to
lie about then they will take it.
IVIr. Editor, wh:d more can I do!
Weld Mr. Editor, let’s continue. The people
who know me never took my statements as
Iodise amusing. I am serious when I say I
intend to expose the corruption in student
gosernment. I :1111 serious when I say that the
Spa tan I billy should be cut to three days
a \seek and the funds used in more. impottant
as setting up a graduate EOP
fund, and expanding the Experimental College
and New College programs. it makes no
sense to spend that amount of money on a
paper that is only a class for some 30 students
to receive awards.
Mr. Editor. I’ll make it even sweeter to you!
I’ll give you $500 a year if ydal get the three
to take a lie detector test. If they tell the
truth, EOP gets the money: if they don’t, then
your staff ’viii provide the money for EOP.
Maybe this van be a start of a Graduate EOP
program. Along with the funds from cutting
the daily to a three-day a week paper, the
Graduate Division could get a good start. OK,
Mr. Editor, you called me a liar, now put
your money where your paper is. Or, better
yet, just do some good research and good
report ing.
Enclosure: 15100 Check.
ml
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Lie Detector Test: Racism: BYU

Guest Room
Its

disfaior on this
else% here I by
running to flu. Trustees and dampening
I heir shoulders is ith huge droplets of tears.
why Kelley is
In trying to Ileter
trying tit ruin not only SJS. campus anionotni. but that of the entire state college
I iris. iruippt.ti nis theory that
he sias hired by the Board of Trustees
gst.
to destroy student goser
Now Ise got a btiter
Kelley is
uiittreti to has.. had meetings with San Joe’s
stale senator. Elark Braille). an ultra react’ curs who would like to drive his
model -T like a bulldozer oier this campus
to eliminate any !literal thoughts or aetione

ill the limitations placiil tin the rectiliie slates,
rtsitille should also be
submitteil. and these candidates should
also appear in the Spartan I/aily of lice
for photographs. according to tile
erage guide.
*

Thrust and Parry
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he rune the
sup instead.

It ,14.111, Bolt Kelly) has now practically
stuck his whole hods into his mandibles,

7.1.ite- ill be assigticil Dail staff
riters for I’M
of presidential
eandidate ’peaking engagement,. and
’till lie required to submit resumes. ill
lit’ ui-ri iii ss riting front page nes,
ti
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a politician opens his mouth

for .11I s ",,tartlinu cot llllll date.
risk of sticking his feel into his

Election Procedures
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Robert 0. helleY

toy conscious or subconscious prejudice
against Latin cultures would certainty have
been teinforeed in his belief.
We sincerely believe that Mr. Brackett was
unaware that he held any prejudices against
the Mexican people, but if he truthfully analyzes the rationale behind his statement, he
must surely see he does not consider Mexican
culture as equal to the prevailing culture of
the United States. This situation shows how
deeply imbedded the racist philosophy is in
our culture. We feel that most students reading the cuticle would never question the author’s choice of Mexico as a fitting place for
anything undesirable in the United States. It
certainly takes a lot of nerve to give another
country or culture something we no longer
want. The gift is indicative of what the giver
thinks of the recipient.
With

Anita Ny
A04346
Sandra Head
A0.1354
EDITOR’S NOTE: Brackett ’s reference
parenthetically recalling his
3hirch 11, 1959 staff e
t which

to Mexico was

satirized disc jockey Seott St. dames’ etIVerage of the "
ter" that WIISIled up

on an isolated 31exicais twitch.

What Racist Policies?
Editor:

As an Incoming freshman and therefore
gentnally uninformed. I was somewhat confused when I read the article written by
James Edwards in the Oct. 22 edition of the
Spartan Daily,
What are the racist policies of Brigham
Young University? Are Negroes permitted to
attend the school? Do they have separate
cafeterias for ’whites’ and ’blacks’? Are there
bathrooms or drinking fountains for "whites"
only? If Negroes can attend the school, are
they allowed to participate in the school functions or can they vote in student body elections?
What basic human or constitutional rights
does this institution withhold from Negroes?
David L. Hemsley
A81117

No Lessons Needed

A-1 1911
Editor:

Ethnocentrism?
Editor:

One sentence in the article on Scott St.
James by Bob Ill ackett in the Fifth Column
reeks with ethnocentrism. It is "And the first
thing they can .1., ts, elvan up the airwaves
is to reroute the ’St. James Exprcss’ toward
Mexico." Of :ill the countries in the world,
why slid Mr. Iliaekett suggest Mexico? Is it
because mentioning any Anglo-Saxon country
such as Canada or the northern European
eountries would somehow have no impact?
The author subtly stigeesis that the Mexican
people would be very receptive to a radio
program of that voided,. Ile implies that the
St. James program is not equal to the standaids expected in the United States so it should
be rerouted towoldi Mexico where it would
better fit the level of Mexierin standards.
Scott St. James natorally made his rebuttal
In the Spartan Daily on his radio pingram
Ily reading and referring to various parts
of the article. Bow many people listening to
NLIV were told of the "terrible fate" ot sendNteXiel/7 Any listener
ing the progrilIII

We are fortunate to have at SJS an Acting President who is not only a man deeply
committed to conscience but also intellectually steeped in the sentiments of Moral Philosophy; both of which offer up insights clear
enough to go to press not merely to uphold
the rights of individuals to express their own
beliefs on the matter but to defend one particular view expressed by additionally and
clearly implying that the Mormon faith is infleed guilty of moral outrage.
If such a man were, in this instance, more
of the academic politician and held such office,
say in the state of Utah, he might logically
have been eonseienee-driven to offer the observation out of American history that Mormons need no armband lessons on values involving the meaning of unequal treatment
and or pe*secution in their historic role as a
religious minority. That neither the dogma nor
the more significant practice of matters racial
or religious, is so clear with understanding
that logie or conscienve becomes that natural
law which dictates who is the caster and who
is the castor of stones.
11111 Iohnson

El’On lllll le%

y

Kelley also has hail meetings with
It
Penitypincher: the most recent one
Trusttes metting.
at AA
Perhaps Kelley is working. with the
aid and c fort of both Bradley’s and
Reagan’s takes, to eliminate campus aullllll my. student gamer
fig and liberal
thought in hopes of causing a traumatic
campus turmoil on this and other campuses
that %%mild make the Dow demonstrations
look like a kiddi farm.
NA hat better -issue- could Ronnie use in
the upe l lll ills gubernatorial elett
than a
campus uprising to react III and throw
lllll re wood on the comers atiie fires?
hy tIsi would KiIley run With his
wild tales to whinneier ttiII listen? VI his
else would he charge the -Good Guys.’ with
accepting outside funds? Why else would
he stick both his feet into his already full
jowls. if he did not lime Bradley’s and
Reagan’s litlp and string -pulling?
Bob Kelley. if you gain in bringing aid
and comfort to alt, if you succeed in
causing an investigati ll uI Robert Martin,
dean
students. and the niost student oriented and helpful administrator I’ve
k1111W11. then you can contract your orbieularis oris muscles upon the gluteus maxiof the entire student body.

or

Staff Comment

Housing Bias?
By liliflOKE BROOKS
A year ago last June a San Jose State
student. Fred Hayden, pin a deposit on an
apartment at El E. San Salvador, and then
and his brother Russell tinned in (m
the 311111 of that month.
During the summer, the apartment
changed managers. and the new manager
told the Hayden brothers that they were
undesirable, presumably because they are
Black.
lit accordance with the Rumford Fair
Housing Act, this is not allowed. So, the
brothers took their case to court last May.
Fred filed his ease with the Fair Employment Practices Commission. and Russell brought suit against the manager.
Justice can be ace plislit41 if taken
through the right channels. The brothers
MIII1 their ease. Fred was awarded 529.00
for breach of contract because he filed
his case with the FEN:, and Russell was
awarded $12.50, plus $250 in damages for
breach of contract.
Brace Oieroye, %lip at the time worked
at the Housing Office. WU!, made aware of
the ease. and then referred ihe brothers
to a San Jose lawyer. Richard Wylie.
S
’thing eall be done about discriminatory or unfair practices in housing as can
be seen f l
this case. If the accusal’
is isarrantiil. the Housing Office should
be the first place the student should go for
is. if the I lllll sing is college
assistame.
approied. If it isn’t, then a lawytr should
lie consulted.

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Marsha Green, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. In the
Daily Office, JC20.8. Final decisions on use of
guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.

’II. 1

Hams-to-Hams Around World Reagan, Unruh
ft I it 510 I S
Daib Campus. lit. Editor
11.1S a bowl
First tla
Ilion
a buzz, bllowed by a eojre that
crackled oval the speaker from
Japan :is an SJS student manipulated knobs on the table full of
short wave c: niipment.
At 8 a.m. yeQterlay the SJS
Amateur Radio Club set up their
equipment on the lawn between
the Engineering Building and the
cafeteria and Le4an contacting
"hams" araund the world.
By the time the sun began to
wane in the late afternoon the
club had contacted 25 stations in

stateao. Ill ,,flU.Ili
Jai
two stations in Belgium and one
Canada. Norway and France.
Purpose of the day-long radio
communications vigil, according
to Jet ry Harris, publicity director
of the club, was to acquaint students with the existence of the
club and "demonstrate the capability of amateur radio in emergencies."
Harris termed the operation
"successful" since large groups of
students were gathered around
the table most of the day. The
club plans to set up their equipment periodically to give other

’Political Odyssey’ Autographed

lIlnhr
It, Not
,tudeins the
amateui radio in operation an
listen to the broadcasts .4 tithe!
"hams" film different countries
Amateur radio enthusiasts, be
sales being able to talk direct b
to people in other countries. also
play an important part in corn
munications handling emergen
cies when other communications
break down. They serve as a link
between the telephone system
and remote or isolated areas.
Anyone interested in obtaining
more information about the club
may drop by their "radio shuck"
in room E-135.

Its
it

un,,ritl,’sWriter

Ile deems Jesse. Unruh "a fascinating man" and Ronald Rea gun as a "little more complicated" than moat people see him.
This is how Lou Cannon. author of "Ronnie and Jesse: A Politiical Odyssey," explained two
of California’s leading political
rivals.
Meeting with students and the
public yesterday afternoon in the
College Union bookstore to autograph copies of his recently pub-

about is Sacramento and the Ie..,
islature.
"I’ve bean interested in politics all my life." and the
comprising the hook I.
before Cannon wombed :
ing this political biography.
’Must people. who care .0.
the system think it’s a velv
. I wanted to say book .
thing about the political sin Califoinia. Also, I Wainc.1
write about Jesse."
Presently Sacramento bore,i
chief for the. San Jose Mercuz,. th,
News, Cannon reports to

,)i,eiling series, however, a 35
cent charge will be made on the
following three Sundays.
Charles L. Chess, assistant professor of drama at SJS, will
present it talk on the various
aspects of the films during the
presentation Sunday.
The series is sponsored by the
College Union Program Board.

11611,11
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Jet Charter Flights

NEW YORK
LV. DEC. 19
LV. DEC. 20

RTN. JAN. 4

LONDON
LV. DEC. 19

$135

RCUND TRIP
RTN. JAN. 3

ROUND TRIP

JAN. 4

RTN.

$249

THESE FLIGHTS ARE OPEN TO STUDENTS. FACULTY, STAFF,
EMPLOYEES AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY

tion Information Phone (415) 392-8513

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION
Charter Flights
995 Nlarket St San Frattri-ro

Plea,e mail me inform:16011
Name

Controversial spiritual leader
"King" L. H. Narcisse will lecture
Monday at 7 p.m. in the College
Union’s Loma Prieta Room.
Sponsored by the SJS Black
Studies Department, Narcisse is
the founder and leader of his religous organization that goes by
the slogan "It’s Nice to Be Nice."
The lecture is free and open
to the public.

I./I

I hill

.ildreas
Stale

060.640491z.6406

What’s the treat?
eatittg at
I Itoitrd’s Crystal Creatiterv
7ili

110

’,mita I Imo

What’s the trick?
getiiitg, out %%ithout paying’

Narcisse Lecture

CUPB To Show Movies

it kill’

reau ti, i elan.?

For R

Effective yesterday. Dr. Karl
I.. Falk became the acting president of Fresno State College,
according to an announcement
made by Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke, following the Oct. 29
Board of Trustees meeting in
Los Angeles.
Dr. Falk. 58, succeeds Dr.
Frederick Ness. who has accepted
the presidency of the Association
of American Colleges in Washington.
A former director of International Affairs for the state colleges and a professor of economics at Fresno State. Dr. Falk
is considered an authority on
comparative economic systems
and international housing.
He most recently served as
president of the Housing Development Corporation of Fresno
and was an adviser on the conduct of the 1970 United States
census.

Dully photo by Ro- Davis

"hair Sundays in November."
a series of selected footage from
a variety of motion pictures, will
begin Sunday in the Ballroom of
the College Union.
Eleven films will be viewed
Sunday, inoluding selections from
"The Great
Train Robbery"
119(3). and "Time Is" (19641.
Admission will be free for the

RON

Dail.%

Falk Heads
Fresno State

WORLD TOURSJS Amateur Radio Club took a world tour
by voice yesterday, hopping around to such countries as Japan,
Germany, France and Belgium. The 25-year-old club is open to
any interested student who is a U.S. citizen.

s PARTAN DAILY-3
. _

AUTHOR LOU CANNON

66*60.6406

s his first,

fished book, Cannon said that
most books on Reagan are based
on hero worship or "devil
yro-eht

*60664

AT THE CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION

"He’s more complicated than

11:00 A.M. United Ministry and Lutheran

most people know."
Asked why he chose to write

Followed at 7:00 by

6:00 P.M. Episcopal

on these two particular men Can-

Dinner

non offered that what he knows

TUESDAY LUNCHEON AND PROGRAM AT 1:30
JONAH’S WAIL

Urban Sociologist Speaks
300 SOUTH 10th STREET

Drake Traces Negroes’ Identity Search
By al.11K 1.0D’E
Daily staff Writer
"It wasn’t like this in Selma."
the late Dr. Marlin Luther King
turned and said to a fellow
marcher during a Chicago housing fight in 1066.
The fellow marcher was St.
Clair Drake, a Black urban sociohyzist who has spanned the
111(111
fro.n the time of
"I.-51lio:1c Africans with hones
in ilwir nos -s" to Stokely Carole lap.f.
ine ,.iairself for
veliro11."
now
),ilo.
chairman .4.
I
Iii,. Ali 1.la iiiler-l)opartmental
St i’Ije1.1.,,..r.on at Stanford
ke to it session of
Black Stipli. a 150 I iflaelt Urban
I’olitics and Iflaolc Nation:distal
Alonelay
During the No
he I race’
r

or

i""

se

r!iiiig for a Black identity.
"Ain’t gonna let no bourgeoise
push me around in this land of
the free," he repeated from Black
folk singer Leadbelly’s "Bourgeoise Blues" during the depression.

Commenting on the
trend
toward "class war" as a Black
solution during the 1930’s. Drake
said that the Communist Party
of the USA was a force that
unite I White and Black workers.
This "isorld view of race" was
shared by inany Blacks. as Ralphe
now Deputy Director of
the
who was active in the
National Negro Congress, a Communist front organization, Drake
said.
"In fact, during this time the
question most used by the FBI
in
in
Communists was
I !.,,
ever seen a
:\41,, go in
the front door of
his house?" he said.
114" caricatured the failure of
the class coalition by relating the
warning of a Black Baptist minister something he didn’t under.
stand until later "Wait until
the White brothers get the wrinkles out of their bellies."
Ile said that King was "pushed"
inf., his p sit ion is leader of the
minimum: he Montgomery ;atolls
in the sniall Alabama communib.
"It wasn’t until 1960 that the
WANT TO

I I

Andre’ Segovia, far told
away the master of the
classical guitar. "lint
Unique Art of AndWs
Segovia" offers a IICW
prograni of wicle.ranging
scleLliuns. A titatotifiwit

treat.

D CO

INCRF.D1111.6 NeW
FXCITEMENT ON
DI.VCA ItlCORDS
AND ’LUIS.

college students became actie." he said.
The onetime SNCC adviser explained the appearance of the
more militant Black groups by
the desegregation groups’ "failure
to treat police brutality and high
unemployment among Blacks."
Drake said, "The real fundamental problem right now is

in
implementing Carmichael’s
’Make fruitful coalition.’ The
problem is what coalitions do you
make?"
The Palo Alto professor is also
a consultant to the SJS Black
Studies program and possibly
will take part in the department’s "Week of Blackness"
beginning Nov. 14.

GRODMIS

WE RENT TELEVISION
h&w

C411111"

stereo

Immediate Delis ery

fiction Telahlion
292-3457

//
_Atm-

1850 W. San Carlos

gni/tram e _Am( zi

SPECIAL RATES FOR UNDER 25’s
NO DRIVERS REFUSEDFILINGS MADE
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
AUTOMOTORCYCLESRENTER’S INSUR.
HEALTHLIFE
TELEPHONE
378.5060
1708 WINCHESTER
C.111,11.111.1.1.,
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COME TO A

HALLOWEEN
PARTY

The Blue Note is having a party Friday night and will be giving a "juicy" prize for
the best costume (if you want to wear one). A Jazz & Rock band will be playing
on both Friday and Saturday nights. Everyone’s invited.
THE BLUE NOTE
354 E. Campbell Ac.
Camphell

tOlueTE

SAVE
SHOE
Strap -&-buckle Slip-Ons
Wing -tip Oxfords

WARDROBE
24.95

$35
now

Rog.

24.95
49.90

14.90!
SALE

You like both styles. You
neod both styles. Walk off
with both and save! Other
comhinations available . . .

ask about them!

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA
VALLEY FAIR CENTER
SAN ANTONIO CENTER
FREMONT FASHION CENTER
Shop Monday thru Friday nights plenty of free parking
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Seek Pair of Wins

FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI

MOVIE

Poloists in Tough PCAA Matches

& STILL
* Supplie,

* Cameras

* Projectors * Equipmen+
,

DEVELOPING - PRINTINC

tt:tf-tia unities for
.\
rintal Spartan advancement in
Coast Athletic C’onTi,’
teronce ta.inift polo stantl,ngs hit
tta%n tins weekend
e ly 3-0 to the lough PCAA,
-tfatttin, couid make it 5-0
’nut lairis, !ict;tch
’
It

Can free
Camera chcp
245 SOUTH tiRST
Prompt and Courteous Stt,0ko

CLIP COUPON AND SAVE 10% ON TAPE PURCHASES

MAKE
a
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PH 294.Qi
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UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT
AT LAST

Sall!a Haitian, tomorrow at 2
p.m. Both contests will be played
in the spacious Olympic-size pool
at ileAnia College in Cupertino.
SEEKS REVENGE
Beach will be tOt for
Loa
Iirliassing the Spartans’
triumph over the 49er, in the
NCAA championship contest last
yoar.
A couple of returning All-Americans. Pot Yelovich and Bob
l’arnoll. return from last year’s
P.
Huh, which hasn’t
chant: id ervatly. Th. 49er s are
3-3 for the season compared to
SJSfaerall 6-4 mark.
Santa Barbara, which handed
5.15 tine of its four losses against
24 victories last year, has compiled an impressive 12-3 overall
in:, k. lake SJS, the Gauehoir are
conference action. making
tife just that much more
aalt ft tat
o rl.ft. I iaucho performer is
: ifit2o. a first team All-PCAA
clam last year and the team’,
: . COrer.

I
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CHRISTMAS
JET CHARTERS

For students, faculty, staff,
employees and their
immediate families
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE

EUROPE $249
Oakland London
Round Trip

A COMI’VETE, MEAL
ONLY 49c

L. Dec. 19 - Ret. Jan. 3

$139

NEW YORK

Oakland New York
Round Trip

Bre PP riNEY*

Dec. 19

French Fries & Coke

Ret. Jan, 3

NOW BOOKING!
SUMMER CHARTERS

$179 to $299
Many departure dates. Phone or
write for schedules, applications,
details.

patt.
aria t
double -1r., r,11 1,, it 4,1
French Fhec a.iu uC,
Regul0r Price 84,

Contact Prof. David Mage at
(408) 293-1033 or
T-M TRAVEL AGENCY

11-7
coming off an impressivi
conquest of San Diego State last
Friday, hopes to continue a string
of strung offensive efforts which
have marked recent wins.
Winners in three of theft’ last
four contests, the Spartans have
averaged 12 goals per game during that period.
The major contributor has been
All-American Bill Gerdts, who
now has 37 goals for a commanding team lead. Gerdts’ latest scoring splurge produced six goals
against San Diego.
ADJUSTMENTS
Walton has made some adjttstments in his starting lineup.
Freshmen Chris Holt, FA Samuels and Robert Conoscenti join
previous regulars Gerdts, Craig
Sprain, Mike Monsees and goalie
Mike RuneLs.
Runels has been one of the
highlights of the year tor

AL

With

their first

season set-

back and only less to a conference opponent in over two years
behind them. the Spartan Boot ms initiate a busy week Saturday by travelling to Moraga for
an 11 a.m, tilt with St. Mary’s.
SJS will be in the unfamiliar
role of coming off a loss, having
been nosed out by USF in last
week’s invitational tourney. The
loss dropped the Spartans to fifth
in the national ratings while the
Dons leaped to second with the
win.
USF remains unbeaten, with
only a tie to British Columbia
blurring its record. The Dons had
previously whipped St. Mary’s,
12-0. SJS is 7-1.
The Moraga encounter will

PRI

HOURS

TUM

SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 10 A.M.-1 I P.M.
FRIDAY AND SP TURDAY 10 A.M.- I 2 MIDNIGHT

8************** SPECIAL APT***********1
is
*
$2.52 FOR 44.98 LIST PROMOTION
Is
;
*
*
L.P.’S AS THEY OCCUR. LIMITED
Is
*
*
*
*
QUANTITY ON NEW RELEASES
*
41
*
***** *********************************
$3.52 NOW FOR 54.9S LIST L.P.’S
$4.52 NOW FOR $5.98 LIST L.P.’S

L
- --9.40"
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NEW JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
ONLY $300
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checking

over

CHARLIE’S
PASTIME

his

manpower to bolster the in-

Happy Hour

Spartan football-

jury -riddled

Monday thru Friday

ers for their 2 p.m. clash Sat-

7:00-8:00

New Mexico’s

urday

against

Lobos.

McMullen will try to fit

Located at

all the broken and improvised
pieces together in search of
SJS’

1.111’
Mari< 011 lit -I id.
Sort(tialt
Cl/Lint DO, c ,o114
I WI
1 1111110p,s It
fiI’1’11,11
S.IS 11,11;11- Ill I,) a Ni
I1
11-411:Orth Willi l’Sh’. lietore that
important clash. tho Sp :titans
play Santa Clara Nlontlay at Is
p.111, in a make-up cans% then
meet a formidable bat in Cal
I Berkeley Wednesday at 3:30
on the Ileitis’ home cyoutal. The’
Stout ins host Starifiiril a week
from Sat unlay.

second

season

262 KEYES

victory.

See story on page 5.

"SPOOKTACULAR" AUTO WASH
AT ASTOR’S COIN OP
tr E GI; r: .4

N’k II 14///r

//00T .4110(’T

Of II CAR

OUR WASH IS WORTH
OWLING ABOUT

WON LAST YEAR
The Berkeley Into! t:,
rsisted a 4-1-1 rot
tn.: British
to UCLA. 1-0, acd
Columbia. SJS beat the Bruins
in last year’s Western Regional
and suffered one of two 196R
losses to British Columbia.

’II 0.. 1.4

WERE BEHIND YOU SPARTANS
Bob um! Jerry Lou Hawkins
now seriing

St. Mary’s is the newest member of the WCISC but has been
participating in SOCCPI informally
The. past few seasons.
The Gaels are winless in 1969.
with a 2-2 tie against San Francisco State and losses to Cal
State Hayward, Chico State. Cal
and USF adding up to their 0-4-1
mark. However Spartan coach
Julie Menendez observes that
though they "got off to a shalt
start, they’re playing better now"
as evidenced by the 2-2 tie with
SFS in the Gaels last outing.
The loss of
Pinto for the
a few line-up
dez’ part but
tans will go
eleven.

outside-right Frank
season necessitated
switches on Menenprimarily the Sparwith their basic

OUTSIDE-RIGHT
Mani Hernandez will take over
the outside -right slot vacated by
Pinto while Augusto Castaneda
will move from inside -left to ion side-left in 111teni’s place. All league selection Zeljko Privic will
man Castanecla’s inside position
but will be more a halfback
than a forward according to Menendez.

t Lincoln

MILK SHAKESSUNDAES
at
71/ac...c7a/Zine!I

Can

fr S

614 & Satila Clara
We Have The Biggest And The Best Shakes In Town
szezeLe...e..e-e

-eze ..e..e.orocc.ezowzozecor

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
EVERY NIGHT
and for the finest in Steak and Lobster

Grog X Sirloin
354 W. SANTA CRUZ AVE.
354-3350

Other starters for the Sportans: liadi Ghafouri tinsideSUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 6-77 P.M.
right I, Humid Saedian I cent, i
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 6-11 P.M.
forward I ; Andre Ma recha I, At
Romswinckel and Bert Baldeecito
halfbacks t: llif Trout en it,.1
loloot
I lie 1 co /III LI Ith Ce /Or I 11 OSE I l /I t, I /, I
Al Rodrigne:: ;ft fullItaeks and s
I
Vignen Khachiletan at goalie.
...ce..OooOoToOOD0000000000Tow.e...000OCOCCOOOO
Jeweir riewewe
NOK

K’Ii3EMI’t SCAMES

os+o

No PALM
F QUI Pfitter

mimeCAL

SECESSAIlli

Team
11293iTS
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SAT. 10 to 6

S

( E San Fepasado
/*’ 28S-8303
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lies E7 ice Crean,
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,1)’ y4,,,

HOURS: MON.-FRI. 11-6
1069

photographer B 1l Kamberg
caught SJS head football
coach Joe McMullen in the

"1/niei, yr, re kin., hor

And 1cS
cl.,n1r all
, LIMIT ONE TRIO
per femily at
-ipon
c es ,nt le RED BARN at

it FVP11;q5 NOV 1

Action?
LOOKING FOR HELPDaily

r-C----

BIG BARNEY TRIO

7ri-rM
,ACVatIlemen..,

Until then, SJS will play two
more games at DeAnza and one
more contest in the Spartan
pool.
SJS students a re admitted free
to all home water ’silo panw4,
including those at DeAnza, upon
tp.ixinise ntation fif a student body

’ 2.----;41.

Hi We’re New

ME
ADDRESS

The Spartan poloists cvon’t be
doing any mote traveling until
late November, when they journey to Long Beach for the PCAA
championships, and, hopetully.
the NCAA finals.

Booters in Rebound
Role Against Gaels

R GORD.S.
6-71,
eatePppise

A RED 3311:REC

Samuels and Holt have also
been pleasant surprises for the
Spartans with some unexpectedly strong offensive
perfirisunit’s.

forces in hopes of finding more

1 is4DAv000 Ii

60 N. FIRST ST., S.J., CA. 95113

coming through with important
stops time after time since taking over the No. 1 spot in the
MVP.
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Spartans Tackle Lobos in Homecoming
Tri-Capiains
Head football coach Joe McMullen has selected seniors
Mike Flemons (left), Jim Vernes
(center), and Mike Wells as
tri-captains for the SJS Homecoming game with New Mexico Sataday afternoon et 2
o’clock at Spartan Stadium.
Flomons has taken over the
starting linebacker berth and
played his best game of the
season in leading the Spartans
to their best defensive performance of the season last
week. Vernes punted 17 times
last weeka majority of those
into a 17 m.p.h. windin his
best punting showing of the
campaign. Wells came through
in the clutch substituting for
Frank Fagundes at tackle. Although Fagundes is back in
action, Wells still is starting
and playing well.
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SJS Looks for Cordial Defensive Repeat
When Once-Victorious Foes Meet Saturday
By KEVIN DOYLE
Daily Sports Editor
The SJS l.tball team will
hope that the New Mexico Lobos
treat them as well as they have
the past two years when they mix
Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock
in the Sixirtans’ Ito necoming
game.
Last season one of the three
SJS victories came over the rebuilding New Mexicans 55-24 and

linebackers Dave Chaney and
Larry Stonebarger. Chaney tore
a ligament in his knee against
Wyoming and is out tor the
season. Stonebarger dislocated
his shoulder and will be out indefinitely.
Sophomore Bruce Lecuyer, who
captured the Northern California and Santa Clara Valley top
lineman awards. and Mike Flemons will be the kingpins in the
linebacking corps.
Lecuyer and Flemons will be
joined by sophomore Seymour
Jones and junior Brian Barnard.
Both Jones and Barnard have
seen ronMderable action this
season.

Radio
Saturday’s Spartan - Lobo
football Caine will he broadcast Over KKEF (FM) starting
at 1:45 with veteran Bud Foster calling the play-by-play and
popular John Chattel’ handling
the color.

’WISHBONE-T
The defensive line will have
Jim Gross and Tony Jackson
at ends and Larry Lester and
sophomore Bob Hughes at tackle.

in 1967 SJS amble.) another impressive victory- 52-14 over a
weaker team.
But, New Mexico coach Rudy
Feldman has been working hard
in the recruiting front and has
put together a scrappy team of
underclassmen.
Both teams are 1-5 on the season, with each posting a majtn
upset. SJS’ only win was a 36-34
triumph over Oregon while New
Mexico downed a usually powerful Kansas squad 16-7.

The defensive secondary will be
(Nrrnposed of sophomores Al Harris and Calvin Lewis and junior
Brodie Greer. Consistent sophomore Ron Tribble will be the
backup.
The defensive crew will have
to stop the Lobos’ running game. ’
New Mexico runs out cf the
"Wishbone T" with quarterbaek
Rocky Long capable of etther
running or passing.
The running game is NMU’s

STUDIO
/112
0111, 17 41

AUTO MOVIE
"A lyric, tragic song of the
road! -4th TURBULENT
WEEK!

The only common opponent
between the two teams was the
University of Utah Redskins. The
Spartans dropped a 42-7 verdier
while the Lobos werc
24-0 two weeks ago.
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"ANYONE
CAN HAY"

The I A1b(16. defense is paced by
sophomore
middle
linebacker
Houston Ross and 6-4. 266-pound
right tackle Rodney Wallace.
SOLE SENIOR
SJS’ Lester will be the only
senior starter on either team’s
defensive unit. The Spartans will
have five sophomores and five
juniors while the Lobos counter
with five juniors and six first year men.
While SJS’ defensive team has
lost a pair to injuries, the offense
has added a few names. Running
back Mike Scrivner, tackle Jay
(Toad i Fischer, Frank Slaton
and tackles Frank Tagundes and
Jim Ferryman will be fully recovered for the first time since
their injuries.
Offensively, head coach Joe
McMullen will start Ivan Lippi

at quarterback, Larry Merlini
at fullback, Slaton and Massengale at running backs and split
end Butch Ellis.
Senior Mark Woods will start
at tight end with Bob Serpa spelling him. The rest of the line has
Mike Wells and Phil Volmer at
tackles: Ferryman and Fischer
at guards and Mickey Wharton
at center.
Lippi had his worst day of his
college career last week against
Wyoming, throwing 21 straight
incompletions before sophomore
Pat Casey took over.
It is very unlikely that Lippi
will repeat his performance and !
it’s about time Ellis. Massengale.
Slaton and the rest of the’
offensive threats had a big day.
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SHAW INTERHATIANAL THEATRES 0 ART FILMS
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OMEN
552 S. BASCOM AVE.
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SIS Ihnina Dept. [’resents
Clarair

Comedy

ACADEMY AWARD
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Caesar & Cleopatra
let 31. Nos . I
P. N1. -- College Theater
SJS

STUDENTS
$1.00

GENERAL ADMISSION

RESERVATIONS

$2.00

294-6414 EXT. 2600
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-Dazzling. .Devastating...
"As impassioned and
impressive a film as any
Brilliant! Must be seen by
anyone who cares about
released so far this year!
the development of modern
Signals perhaps a new
movies! --Newsweek
boldness in American
cinema! Extraordinary!"
-Time
’Powerful! Born out of
_ ......-w,....w.
the time of troubles
’---------’’’’’
through which this
nation has been passing!"
,-------..,- -----‘1’
*2
=.-k-c’
.
%
7.
-Life
- ---,---",f-:’Staggering. ..Illuminating...
Magnificent! It is the
I
stuff of now! Young
people.. should be
required to see
’Medium Cool’!’ -Holiday
’Stunning! One of the
best pictures of 1969!"

breakfast ... lunch ... dinner

,,..,

.....
-’’’ imam cool
rabert forster/verna bloom/peter bonerz / maronna hill
Harold blankenship acf,...d..,1,..60 w..i. i;li;,;,,rag
., -- -. ----- 011. 1
-Cosmopolitan

7 a.m. to 10 p.m. (Mon.-Sat.)

TOWNE

Char-Broiled New York Steak

THEATRE

1433 THE ALAMEDA
SAN JOSE 297-3060

Char-Broiled Top Sirloin Steak

10M EXCLUSIVE
WEEK

Shows at I :00 - 3:15 - 5:30 - 7:45 & 10 P.M.
. .
.
..,

Pan Broiled Loin Halibut Steak with Chef Satire
Grilled Ham Steak with Glazed Pineapple Ring

10% Discount

2nd WEEK

is dynamite!

Our ,tbining Speciabiei
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San Jose is warming up
to "tnedium cool-

"THE
DINDIAYS’

2

ANCE
ORPHAN EGG
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NOV. 8
8:30-12:30
SJS WOMEN’S GYM
$1. DONATION
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Of the 17 punts Vernes handled
last week, 10 of those were returned for a minus one
total.
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KICKING GAME

Claire

f of mote infra...nation wife. call or se* LISE LROLL. 1.4
North fast 5,,.,e. 5,, los.. California 95112 (Qat 766.8400.
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LPhone __
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The kicking gameone of the
few spots ever mentioned- has
been good the last couple of
games. Sophomore Larry Barnes

Pleasant Dining

rilestncted
Peer FONDA-COLON

DEFENSE KEY
If the Spartans erin turn in
another defensive performance
ala Wyoming and combine a
little more offense., victory N.
2 should come sometime late Sat_
iirday afternoon.
The defAns
will 1 c wch., it

796 ,(1,2

MOONLITE

biggest threat with Long, fullback Sam Scarber and halfbacks
Howard Ware and Dave Bookert.

I
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4 .., 14, ,

To San Jose State College students, faculty
members, and their guests

,.

(Bring your student identification card)

‘
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’2461629

Free Parking in the Sainte Claire garage
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6 SARATOGA
IlLIE ANDREWS

"HAWAII"
8:30 P.M.

THEATRE

.(110. ’ti
14502

BiG BASIN WAY
SARATOGA
1167-3026
PETER SELLERS
"THE PARTY"
7:00 P.M.
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Book Talk

Sr 1T1Tr:

NO MINIMUM

3$ XEROX COPIES

7 colors PLUS
Collating
FREE
Satisfaction guaranteed
legal and 3 hole punch paper at no extra cost. IOW/. Rag
bond for thesis at le per sheet extra.

Political Prisoners in Russia
Illustrated in ’The First Circle’

also
ERROR FREE TYPING SERVICE on our new IBM MT ’ST typethesis, term papers, resumes.
writer for all your typing needs

GNOMON COPY SERVICE

E
it TER IO’ F ENNL
Rally Stall Writer
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’, .....he
First Circle" is on the surface
a novel of political prisuriers in
Stalin’s Russia.
Ifowever. as Dr. Marion Richras. assiyiate professor of English, explained in a faculty book
talk Wednesday. the prison was
actually a "paradise of Hell."
where two questions, how and
why to survive when freedom iS
confronted the inIlUt
itiates.

484 E. San Carlos (between 10th & I I th Sts.)
< -- 287
_

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
2nd & San Antonio
Morning Worship
8:30 & 11 a.m.
Evening Service
7 p.m.
College Dept. (Spartan Tr -C)
Mo.-ning Seminar
9:45 a.m.
Evening Forum
5:45 p.m.

Or. Clarence R. Sands.
Pastor
Sorry Keiser.
Minister to Collegians

Metits it Tri.0 SIdg.. 3rd & Si,. Antonio

DANTE’s INFERNO
Tirr.
,in intellecI,,!
.1dieal
iflees who are
;In iriatitute Sc, work
on die graphing and de-coding
voices.
Most al the members of the
1 e.,1," an allusion to the
"Eh
pagans a: enter Dante’s
lamella, are senteneed to a "renevmhie" ten year term. They
:we essentially darll/led, like thine
in the Inferno, and sentenced to
-Abandon hope all ye who enter
here," although they are led to
believe escape is possible if they
can make a major contribution .
Ii. the project.
One of the two primary characters. Nerzhin, is an individualistie. stun. and socially idealistic
person.
Rubin is a former Communist

tek.1.1..

SDA*641iNG
at the new
WHERE’S THE Fir ri?The appearance of fire trucks pulling up
in front
Waf; e lowers Wednesday afternoon immediately
set off rumors that the building was either burning to the ground
or was being closed because of the lack of visible fire escapes.
As all residents hapoily discovered, the visit from the fire department was merely a routine inspection of the buildiny’s fire
safety.
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PIZZA (SMALL)

We’re open daily
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Philosophy Seminar
ponsore
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01.

arm, one of 12
ucnd Wert cuast
:xisrenthrl

Because of this experience, old
tat inns to the ancient question
"Who Am I?" are not adequate
far the 20th century man, says
Dr. Koestenbatim
Saith concepts have neon the
theory that God makes all deeisCus anil the theory that the
«S maims all of man’s decisions
in life. said Dr. Koestenbaum. the
author of many published articles
tad sekerill books on philosophy.
His radivest hook, "Vitality of
Death." will be published in May.
Dr. Koestenbaum noted that
the existential philosophy conference will lie concerned with the
problems of man in society in the
20th is Miley and how he can
ixist with some sort of meaning
it hi.
rid
"d’xismnied philosophy, which
implytize, freislium the individual. Imo anit ill lily Minim.
aliS\t1T to these
lions."
It, 1:,,-Irnkloili
pointed mil
:I’ is 11,, attend the ,si’t’conference. part
al
it’ 41,01 of the
ot a general
Philo:m.11y Department, will reicive one semester unit of upper
o \tension credit in either
;
by or sociology.
I :Mica Gliner assistant
of sociology, and Dr.
A: Tina t’dllierr, prilessor of philalsa speak at the
iisaphy,
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and the Human Sciences
will he held at SJS Nov.
1 1- 1 1. talked recently On existential philosophy and its place in
today’s society.
War, suffering, rampant tech nob igy. ecological crises, and
alienaliwi are the 20th century
exiwrietwe of man.
"Sat" war and suffering have
«EN:iy’s i,ii part of man’s world.
but flit iii such proportion in the
past as I here IltiVe been in this
cu :nary ." hi’ said.

Whir still IIISIsts his lir)alty and
thus wants his case reviewed.
He is a complex, bright intellectual, yet is still imprisoned because he is part Jewish i"cosmopolitan"I and is therefore, "not
being Soviet enough."
Together. Nerzhin and Rubin
embody
the
most
important
qualities of these prisoner intellectuals.
As time goes on, they come to
realize what man can learn
through suffering, while stripped
of material factors.
"Each man has worked out his
own essential ideas," Dr. Richards
stated. ’Thus. the hope emerges
that their situation will not go
on forever. Only a matter of
time stands between their current plight and their ultimate
ideals."
Dr. Richards Likened the book’s
philosophieal point of view to that
of the author.
T tol REE- M AKER
Solzhenitsyn, oescribed by Dr.
Richards as the "finest prose
writer in Russian today." is a
real trouble-maker in terms of
Russian standards.
In 1967, he sena:, an open
_

delegates ol
Imes Conference asking
then: to discuss the "intolerable
censorship in Russia" and urged
them to adopt a measure calling
for the "abolition of censorship
of all fictional writing and defend
those persecuted writers."
CENSORSHIP
"The First Circle," critical of
Russian religion and Stalin, was
censored but published in secrecy
while his "Cancer Ward" was
earlier first approved and then
later censared.
liowever,
Solzhenitsyn Wi 114
allowed to publish "One Day in
the Life of Ivan Denisovich,"
which seemed to be the first official
admission
that
political
prisoners had been unjustly put
in prison.
Solzhenitsyn is hopeful that the
new intelligentsia itl Russia may
smneday bre:tk the chains of
censorship.
"The f.ict that SolzhneitsYn
has not been condemned or put in
prison is a sign of hope for
Russia," she said. "It is a positive
affirmation that Soviet writers
(like the palitieal !iris 4101S) will
go on, and with dignity."
W1

Who is man? Why is he here? Why is man
like he is? What is the purpose of life?
Does God exist? If so, has He ever intervened
in the affairs of men? Why does He allow
war?
Spartan Tri4.
doNigried to help job,Awls
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DISCOVER THE TOTALITY AND DEPTH OF THE
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ALFIE’S
1500 ALMADEN RD., SAN JOSE
293-8172

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center
Luthernn Church
Missnuri Synod
374 South 3rd Street
294-7033

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
Herbert P. Schroeder, Pastor
Richard W. Collin, Vicar
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VOLKSWAGEN
OPEN DAILY ’TIL 10 P.M.
AND ALL DAY SUNDAY
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF WOLFE ROA

739-7321

805 East El Camino Real

SUNNYVALE

91 SOUTH FIRST ST,
307 TOWN & COUNTRY
VILLAGE

USE OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN

(IS,’ it,)

Swedish Mus;.ci.an
To Talk Thursday

Young American Poets Verse
Castigated for Being Inane
Its 11.51

I Follet
Poets
tells you.
1..ided by Paul Carroll Paul
Caroll??
we find in this giant
conglomerate fine and exciting
poets like Randy Biasing and
Tony Towle. Lou Lipsitz and
Peter Schjeldahl galloping the
gauntlet of self appreciation and
understanding.
Sample, if you must, Richard
Kostelanetz "Tribute to Henry
Ford-3." Simply stated we see
in

15i

Critic-in-Retadenve

"Oxgcn- is a poem ti)Ai ni
Saroyan, 26, son of writer William Saroyan.
Aram Saroyan is also one of
54 contributors in a giant anthology of over 300 poems le)
"the finest and most exciting
young poets to emerge on the
American literary scene since
1960.’ Or at least that’s what
the inside jacket of "The Young

There’s Always Room
For One More
it .:11 park ii for yon
hay rates
MOM
iron urow

111A.AvIRICAP101
XI=

L40]

It
ti )I
NIOTOR
SERVI11:E SMOG 11)FA11.1..
TUNE -L
BRAKE
’,CBE

1 feel embarassed for M
Kostelanet a a freeway patter!,
of circles and on -off ramps made
of the letters A and T.
Saint (lento(’ is represente.
a poem wading: "The onl.
spouse
to a child’s
I
to lie down before it
dead." We are assumed .n1,1
poem is indeed a poem b.%
existential title, -Poem . . ."
What struck me quickest and
hardest about this book is the
fact that ntunes such as Sebastian. Simon, Dylan, and even
Mclitien are not represented in
"The Young American Poets."
Their sin may have been setting
tunes to their poetry. Paul Simon’s "Dangling Conversation"
says more than most of these
YAPs say in their combined
507 pages.
Mark Strand, another of the
big-name YAPS, comes the closest
to being talented. "Ink runs from
the corners of my mouth. There
is no happiness for man..I have
been eating poetry." Important
gourmet verse such as this says
little for the current state of
the poetry scene in America.

SILVA TEXACO

Saroyan’s

poem

"Oxygen"?

That’s

the title. It’s also the
poem. And after reading it. I’m
gasping for some myself. I must

78 SO. 4111. SAN JOSE
295-8968

laugh too hard.
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The
"Ruff-Out"
by
JUSTIN

Are you ready
higher
quality?
into
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WORK INGMAN’S
STORE
218 W. SANTA CLARA

Romania’s celebrated "Madrigal," choir which has been acclaimed throughout Europe as
one of the great vocal ensembles
of the day, will perform at SJS
on Thursday, Nov. 6 in the College Union Ballroom at 8:15 p.m.
The chorus of 35 artists is
being presented by the College
Union Program Board and is
part of the performing arts series.
Admission is free for students and
tickets are being sold in the
Student Affairs Business Office
at $1.50 for faculty and staff and
$2.50 for the general public.
Noted for the wide range and
variety in its selectiorbe, "Madrigal" will include in its program
"a capella" sacred and secular
music from the 13th to the
16th centuries, vocal-instrumental works from the period if Bach
and his followers, as well it. ..on temporary choral works.
Founded in 1963 by Mann Constantin, director and composer,
"Madrigal" has received special

SAN JOSE

nationally acclaimed comedy on
the theme of homosexuality, will
open tonight at the Committee
Theater, 836 Montgomery, in
San Francisco.
Written by Mart Crowley, the
play is still running in New
York, where it opened in April,
1968, In June of the same year,
a national company was formed
and is still touring major cities
in the east.
The West Coast Company was
formed in March of this year,
opening in Los Angeles and continuing on to Las Vegas. There
are currently ’Boys in the Band’
companies playing in London,’
Paris, Holland, Australia and
Denmark. It was scheduled to
perform in Rio de Janeiro but
was closed by the censors.
The cast of the San Francisco
production will include five members of the original West Coast
Company: Dennis Cooney, Guy
Edwards, Richard Krishner,
Richard Rout and Brian Taggert.
The other four members of the
nine man cast are Tom Connaly,
Steven Davis, Joe Palmieri and
Gerald Taupier,
The San Francisco production
will be directed by Murray Gitlin,
and produced by Marshall Naify

and Richard Norris, in assot,iiit i. in
with Keith Rockwell and Arthur
Meyer. The production is designed
by Peter Harvey.
Performances of ’Boys in the
Band’ will be nightly, except
Monday, at 8:30. There will be
two shows on Friday and Saturday at 8:00 and 10:30. Tickets are
on sale now at TRS/Ticketron,
Macy’s Ticket Services, all Sears
stores and by mail from the
Committee Theater. Prices are
$6.90, $5.90 and $4.90. Further
information is available at 9861639.

EcoNomr.
IMPORT’S
287 TYLER AVE. AT
STEVENS CREEK 243-6400

,

T1C0 S
IACCOS
The Great Taco
is coming tonight; get him (35) and a
great enchilada (400) and burrito (40q) at
Tico’s.

Phone Orders 297-$421

4th and St. James

well-known

honors at the Handel International
e,:tivat in Halle, an on
tour in Dresden. Frankfurt, Leipzig and Berlin.
A unkjue feature of "Madrigal"
is the elabosate Renaissance curt
dress in which the chorus performs the works of Palestrina,
Monteverdi Gesualdo, Dowland
and numerous others of the pre Bach period.

free leather
headbands with

musk as it pertains to Sweden.
by his government through the

any purchase

Royal Swedish Embassy in San
Francisco.
The lecture is open to the public and there is no admission
charge.
Parking will be permitted in
the music lots.

Selection scheduled for Thursday night’s piogram include the
Missa Brevis by Palest rina. the
Ayr Maria by Vit toria. three
:inonymous
Byzantine
songs,
Little Flower by Hubrik and the
American Folk Song by Danga.

RENT
A TV OR STEREO

251-2598

a boutique
261 E. William

lialloween

Part

Poppycock
135 University Avenue

Congress of Wonders
LAMB
Terry Dolan
Erie the Great Magician
Cood for
230 admission
discount
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Dinner Honors Student
High Grade Averages
The resale:lea hall dining commons.. decorated in a Halloween
theme, was the site cif the Fall
Academic Maims Dinner Wednesday night, and aecording to
Mrs. Audrey Bednatv. assistant
Housing Directm. it was a big
success.
The dinner, given for those
students who have attained :it
least a 3.25 grade average arta
have 12 unit., intluiled 112 is, %%Mit) were 11 Iurnin.
Plc. SPi
residenca hall students.
Thu...’ honored with a trorM
for a 4.0 gtade average L.:,
I
Marvin M. Fong. West
Mary Frank, Allen Hall: IX,
C. No, Markham 16111: land,
Reimer, Royer Hall: and Jean I-.
Satian. West Halt
Those rCeels’in,J, tiophies for a
suer.’ Dona
. .
3.75 and
Katherire
Aquas,, Eto..

Grant Awarded
Strte lias been ,war.i
San
ed a grant of $41.870 for th.
support of "Summer Institute
Vlathematies for College Teachers."
The grant is under the direction of Di. LAU Lange: chairman of the Mathematics DepattSept.
mem and terminate,
30, 1.0..

Spartaguide

Lash%iani. Royce Ilall; Robert
Fetor, West Hall: John Gishe,
Moulder Hall: Edith Halsey, West
Hall: Robert Likens, West Hall;
Patrick O’Connor, Moulder Hall:
Susan Sherman, West Hall: and
John F. Still. Markham Hall.
There were a total of 75 students who received a GPA of
3.23 to 3.74.
West Hall was awarded a trophy for having the highest total
I’ A.

Personal Relationships
Subject of Wail Films
Juni:tarter ..t the- semester.
Jonah’s Wail is located at the
corner of Tenth and San Carlos
streets.

Jonah’s Wail kick, oIl its
Semester Film Series tonight with
the showing of "have I Told You
Lately That I ’Awe You." and
"Homo Bimini."
The films, which deal with
problems of personal relationships in an age of automation.
will be shown at 9 p.m. and
11 p.m.
In addition, the San Carlos
Street coffee house will present
its usual Friday night bill of fare
Including coffee, food and folk singing.
The films are the first of a
seta., to he ,hovin thr..mli the

Memorial Rites
Friends and Iormer students of
the late Dr. Jay McCullough,
former professor of Asian studies
in the Philosophy Department,
are invited to a one-year memorial service for Dr. McCullough
Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in the Sunday school building of the Buddhist Temple. 640 N. Filth.

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
NONPROFIT FLYING CLUB nonds stu,rr sed ,,,:cts Foe aircraft
u .
0.. membership fee & monthly dues.
742 P4r,4
tOOlS & MEDITATION. Tues. & Thurs.
.!..-rne Way, S.J.
CAR RALLYE, STANFORD SHOPPING
SATUkDAY
V2vEt.4BER I. by SPORTI.N LIFE 43 ao i4,y car and beginners welcome.
aryime between 6 and 9 p.m.
"CLEOPATRA" October 31. 7 & 10 p.m.
[‘Ailey 50c.
he sound of
SOUTHERN FRIED
’-a miner) 9:00.12:00
s Gym. 75c donation
’
SPORTS CAR RALLYE Nov. 1st staAnr.,:al Halloween Re
’.
-..1
. N.C.R.T. Req. betwer,

I NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper Sam.
pie program full time, part time, steady
work 4 good men wanted immediately.
Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed
’is bonus. No esp. needed. Earn while
, learn. Transportation fm. Call tot,: Mr. Looney 292-6811.

U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots. Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, &
Cempirg Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
Furs. Leather & Suede Jackets. Velvet
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store
375 E. Nodding St. between 8th & 9th
Has’s11.6. Closed Mondays.
STEREO GEAR Bard new. Will .01
d overseas. Save 5C‘.
.
.0, U.S. ciie. Call 374 1074.
HOLLEY 730. DUAL FEED and a, clear
!
SHOW Screen 2.4 ir .
’220.
RECORD SALE! I "iv..
s
":

"HEATHERLEE AGENCY now hiring
.sekeepers and babysitters.
.
.’ .1:3 or 294-1073."
"GROOVY duiter or piano players,
lards to play on selected
. .
resort lodge. Little Lodge.
. -alit. 95223.
GUYS-GALS Excellent part time job
a student. Set your own hours
$3.00
Al, $5.00 I
. ...con you want. Easy to earn
a,
sales
etc.
All
d up. Jost ask another stu$6.00 L.P.
on a spec a Cr 1, basis. Place ye., i
Dave after 4. 736.1757.
order by Tues. pick-up on Fri. of the
MALES
Work
Lunch hours & Early
some week. Hours are 3-5 M.F. Come
II . a hours at
Red Barn, 6th &
aid place an order or call in. 287Clara. $1.65ihr. plus free/lunch.
I
ni-Rm. 1021. Waffle Towers. Sa3tTLeKgeitmoe.
ii .0th your schedule.
SONY TC350 STEREO TAPE DECK.
Heads. Sound on Sound. 50:5 2t0
9892 ask for Bruce Greenbe, -

GIRLS - ’neve your :kills! Nearby Gil..
reed YOUR help. Call
T

.1. R. MsCULLOUGH MEMORIAL SER.
4 .ri IIn, ’
.111,11
STEREO PHONO AM/FM RADIO ’
at the Hong",
.
"ICE .
I’S. I
- s
109s
5,h St., San Jose
Sarigha
u.n.
Friends
30
hr
hall
NI‘N,
ne:
ot
Cha;:e: remember Professor ELECTRIC SOLID BODY GUITAR,
\ minIs, and Pail:
trWl,r1
is, attend.
and
c.
will h.
As t
2asn5-’I
L
AUTOMOTIVE 121
HELP WANJID 141
:Ica
Iranian
wheels. 1,750.
mGB
again.
MALE-FEMALE.
$3 per hour plus bonus
try
.srseer,
ill
Union. Persian langu.:
servicing customers in established terri-v. tires, good concl.fion, tory.
discussed, Exclusive moo fot ’63 OLDS
15 hrs. to spare. RequireAt
least
re -re 243-0337 eves. or ments: neat
appearance and car, Call for
those who understand this Ian appointment. 264.0699. The Fuller Brush
gunge.
65 YAMAHA 125cc wielectric starter. Company.
:
Jonah’s Vail
.
"..nt Ske $200 266.5233.
WANTED: Folk or Folk-Rock group or
4
10111
individual. Almaden Lounge call 289
p.m. Ito mtwl at
1544 or 269-1388 after 7 p.m.
sell
1’
-g
country
must
-BIRD,
60
Latel
You
Told
Film ’lime I
engine & transmission
schedule:I
You"
is
Love
PART TIME work evenings & weekend
That I
- after 6.
TRAID CORPORATION.
All students WI !come.
59 CHEV. CONV., CLEAN, WORTH I. Neat Appearance, Male/Female
,
Work. $125. Co-’
vittutligtI.,
reign
European
2. Mast Have Car
F
F
.
794.2927, Moulder 3. No E.pooeo,o lie’
essary
p.m., lliiiltlim; 1:1; .\11
If you read we’
. can earn $50 ’n
and foreign student, are ins ii.’.
48tH, 4 sp. $200 her wi.rrr
62 CORVAIR r.r1 em
lorstrating
and
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--ike.
FOTRON e!,- inside and
-na
"ra. Apply in
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,t 6:30 p.m. 1760
60 A.H "BUGEYE- Sprite, roll bar
1 new clutch. tires
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am,

FROM EUROPE
11)111. V. as

59 FORD

CHARTER JET FLIGHTS
a Irl "iii Frahra-.1.11

;.ge-

1ngui,1 I, 8 and 15

ir.

.isailabl:

for

-1.:11.
theI ..liforti1.1 ’t .11,’ I ..illeg
FARE:

$225

uro e Can
Pay Your Way
To: American Student informa
,
lion Service, 22 Ave. de la
I
I Liberte, Luxembourg, Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg
’Please send free material asl
checked below via air mail
it] Handbook -Study, Work &
Travel in Europe,.
I
Job application
ID Listing of all paying jobs
available in Europe
1[1] European discount card form’
10 Registration for language ’
lab courses in Europe
,
I
10 Scholarship information
New info on discount tours
& transatlantic flights
I
0 Fun travel tips for students’
if] Earn money as campus rep,
’All the above is free of charge,’
but you must enclose $2 for
’overseas handling & airmail
postage. Limited offer.
’Name

O

o

Address

. ,

HOUSING 151
CLEOPATRA" October 31, 7 & 10 p.m.
50c.
GIRLS: 1 bdrm. Modern turn. apt. I/2
r, ck (morn SJSC, built-in kitchen. $120,
t55 S. 10+h, St. 292.1327.
THREE BEDROOM HOME
Lovely older home, completely (urn,
within walking distance from campus.
Available Nov. 20, $210/mo. 1st & last
mos. deposit required. FACULTY OR
STAFF ONLY. Call Mr. Roy 244-3660.
HARMONY HOUSE - Room
B ord for Men only. Large rooms.
-.^
game tables and 2
Arnlications now taken
..s", 345 E. William,

/ NA, 111, g applications fn.
.. -.e rn, Open year around. 525 S
t PF5.

You’re not as mini as usual! It’s only temporary,
you know. A monthly problem. But who cares when
you have that puffy, bloated, "Oh. I’m so fat feeling"?
TRENDAR, that’s who. TRENDAR’LL help keep you
slim as you are all month long. Its modern diuretic
(water-reducing) action controls temporary pre-menstrual weight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds!) Start
taking TRENDAR 4 to 7 days before that time. It’ll help
make you look better and feel better.

The club will visit San Quentin
Prison on Nov. 6 and Harvey’s
Club at South Lake Tahoe on
Nov. 15. Any adult student may
sign-up by contacting Bill George I
at 258-0941 from 6 to 11 p.m.
Previous tours have been to thel
Paul Masson Champagne Cellars
and to Merril, Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner and Smith,

TRENOAR...ITMAITS VOUGLAD YOU& A 6/RI!

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

FREE EAR PIERCING
LESS
B roJrchese
i
Call for
’,V 1 .e’vn s. 40 S.

Good
Trrrlor hookup

- FAST - PAINof Gold Earrings.
appointment. 297.
1st St. Downtown.

I’v5IMPLY GOrTO FINP ANOTHER TEO, M155
fV.A.R5ON .-- WHY 11-IERE AVE rber5 OF THI5 FIRST
C.elAPrEg WiZtriEN SC CLEARLY THAT / EVEN UNDER61AN0 It"

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum ’
Three lines One day
Two days
One day ,
3 lines
1.50
2.00
4 lines
2.02.50
5 lines
2.30
3.00
6 lines
Add this
amount tor
each addi
tional line

-3:0-

3.50.50

.50

Three days

Four days

2.25

2.40

2.75-

2.90

(I)

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast. At,.
curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Barter. Phone
244.6581.
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service,
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. Call
Esche’s, 251.2598,
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast,
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs
Aslanian - 298.4104.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also,
escellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244.9600.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master .-Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tarnberg, 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371.0395. San Jose.

Five days

1:30-3:30

Tues. 10-12

2:30-3:30

Wed. 11-1

1:30-3:30

Thurs. 10-12

2:30-3:30

Fri. 11-1

1:30-3:30

3.00

3.25

-3.40

3.75

3.90

4.00

.50

.50

.50

3.50--

A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
PerS011811 (7)
Housing (5)
0 Services
teat and Found (6)
El Transportation (9)

r]

Mon. 11-1

--2.5-0

Print Name
Address
City

1-)

1

JULIE
JIM
or
STEVE
HOURS

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad hen:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each IBM)

_I

CHECK
Announcements
cl Automotive (2)
rl
For Sale (3)
fl

SEE

PERSONALS 171

SERVICES 181

65 CORVETTE CONY. New 300 HP -327
P ..raction, Blue with Blue
287.1247.

FOR ’SALE Ill

Open

LOST AND FOUND 161

CATHY. JOHN & GROUP-MUCHAS
GRAC1AS - FOR A WONDERFUL
BIRTHDAY,
THE RABBITT
WILL THE PERSON who found Andrea
Michers glasses please phone again. 258.
7524.

63 RAMBLER AMER. col. shift, good
F well cared for. $300.
227.3714,

F.

ClawiPed

WELL FURN. 2 bdrm. apt. (paneling.
TV, pool with w/w carpet) needs male
or attractive coed. $58/.0. 400 block
S. Ilth. Call 292-9865.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 2
bedroom apt. $77/mo. Furnished. clean.
452 S. 4th St. 298-7179 Dave.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES. Neat, furnished apt. on N. 4th. Non-smokers only.
$45/mo. Call 286-4674.
GIRL to share Apt. on N. 4th $62.50
per month. Non -Smoker preferred. Utili
ties included. Call 286.4674.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Grad or
upper division to share one bedroom
apt. 545 S. 9th. No. 7. 295-4696.
UPPER DIVISION FEMALE roommate to
share quiet apt. 2 block from campus,
Non’-Smoker, $40/mo. 286-9874.
NEED one more Human Being for 3
bedroom-2 bath house in W. Glen.
Complete privacy-spacious bedroom,
(ul’v no,loped kitchen, living room with
r stereo tape, piano. Pntio. BBQ
TV.
$70. Call 269-5747,
"
P’

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY BUNNY
Love. Punkin

56 A uit.n Healey: BN.2 Le Mans. Body
Now Tires, lots of new
CL- 286-0708,
4 Brand New IS Am. Mags for MG.
ill 287.3825.
1965 VESPA, Good condition, good tires
r
Call 295.6191.

,o

LOVING CARE for child 3.5 yrs, by DRIVING FROM Palo Alto for early
wife of SJS student in Lic, home. large classes need riders or car pool, 326.
8445 eves., or weekends.
yard, balanced meals. 259-5150.

HATHA YOGA & MEDITATION. Tues.
& Thurs. eve. 7.30.9:30. 70 Hawthorne
Way, S.J. 286-5487, Sri A. Alevandrou.
CAR RALLYE, STANFORD SHOPPING
CENTER
in Palo Alto) SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 1, by SPORTIN’ LIFE $3.00. Any car and beginners welcome.
Start any time between 6 and 9 p.m.

,iertring and Brakes
i Job. $1200 Call

,

PHOTOGRAPHY - small custom lab
TRANSPORTATION 191
can do 1ust about anything you need in
the way of fine quality photographic
work. Special prices for club fund- JET CHARTERS to Europe & New York
raising projects. Write INFINITY from $139 round trip. No fee. Contact
PHOTO, Box 9038 or call Jim 257-1466 Prof. David Mage at 293-1033.
or Ralph 247-0755 evenings.
GOING TO LOS ANGELES this weekEXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jose, end or soon? I need a ride. Call Dave
258.4336 1491 Bahama Way.
at 948-6381.

ROOMMATE NEEDED: Im
,
share apt. with 2 girls LOST. r5RSCRIPTION GLASSES Lens
-d Lost 10-27 in or near Fri
’Nov. Is’ 542.50/mo. 164 E. Reed #1 are
is REWARD. Contact 378-7769,
Bid
I 287-3E7
LOST. MOSAIC BRACELET - Much
sa ,,e. Call 298-7356. Lost
ser
10/15 69.

CAMPER. Excel. cond. 66
rebuilt trans. Drive to
1 )00 35444928.
61 ALFA VELOCE - new brakes. re.
-1 pun’ $800. 286.5822
_
65 VW
n-n.lent

1964 VW

NEED 2 GIRL roommates to share site
cozy house with me, close to campus.
Only $62/mo. Call 286-8200.
MALE NEEDED - share groovy 3 bdrin,
house with 2 others near Scatter St.
Color IV 3 goodies. $75/mo. complete
call Dave 227-1856.
WANTED - ROOMMATE MALE. Free
phone, one block from college. $30/
month. 426 S. 7th St.
WANTED - 1 occasional housekeeper.
but full time live in. Beautiful 2 bdrm.
apt. Must meet basic qualifications brunette, petite. slim. Leave number at
Earl.
379-5077
WANTED MALE ROOMMATE: 470 11th
S. Call 287.1011. $103.00 for 3 months
Private Room,
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
to share room in two bedroom two bath
Apt. $50/mo. Phone 287-3531.
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share
large, ore bdrm. apt. near Winchester
House. Need car. $55/mo. Carolyn 296.
8526.

FEMALE

VW

65 OLDS 88

and
Rec.
TVs,
for
287-

VENTURE I - C-ed living center with
. oiinge, color TV.

CLEOPATRA" October 31. 7 & 10 p.m.

r-)

State

nit

The Society for the Advance.
ment of Management 1SAM I has
scheduled two more tours open
to all students this semester.

,

ONE WAY

I rrr rarstrirollmr:
I Hir.r, ..1 Irrie
11 l’r.rui.11:.
111c .1111,1141 I ai I rr11,.
1111.0..is Sr. mi.
.11111 ilia v11 .2
7sate
i 11 .. Inti.11111

City

2 dik. Hdtp. Auto.,
good cond.. clean.
. 298.7951.
Karen.
n’
GT
Engine & Trans.
59 MGA
enicel. mech. cond.
os $1350 or best offer. Call

61

littiniter
..

FUNNY VOUlif AGRI_
ONCE A MONTH YOU FEEL LIKE A

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

TODAS’

r-

SAM Plans Trips;
Prison, Tahoe
Tours Included

(8)

For
Enclosed is $
Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER. OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing Int 444) NM,

Days

JC206

Phone: 294.6414
ExC 2465

